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From seł-up ło sensałional

IN A FEW SIMPLE STEPS

Whał’s WHAT

A look at the finer details.
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Make sure the Air Outlet is unobstructed, giving at
least two feet clearance, when the device is on.

Simple słeps TO SET UP

You're only minutes away from experiencing RevAir.

Filter

Base

Power

Insert Filter into Base Unit.

Attach Hose to Base Unit by sliding
bottom tab of Filter Panel into notch in
Filter opening area.

Unwind electric cord from Cord Wrap
Plate.

Filter Notch must line up with intended
groove to fit in properly.
Without Filter installed and Filter
Notch groove aligned properly, Base
Unit will not power on.
Every 5 uses, it is important to empty
and clean Filter.

Gently push Filter Panel forward so it
is flush with Base Unit and securely
covers Filter opening.

Plug is equipped with an ALCI as a
safety feature. Press TEST button - you
will hear a click and RESET button will
pop out.

Once Filter Panel is firmly in place,
turn Filter Panel Latch clockwise to
lock to Base Unit.

Press RESET and you are ready to
insert plug into wall outlet. Only insert
into 120V/60hz amp outlet.

Hose is shown shortened
for illustration purposes only.

Watch a step by step setup video in the FAQs section of
myrevair.com or read more in the Operating Manual.
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All seł-up, NOW WHAT?

To achieve the best results, pay attention to these important factors.

Sections

Settings

Size Matters

Slow & Low

Begin with a 3 inch by 3 inch
section at scalp. If hair has a lot of
volume, start slightly smaller, as
not to inhibit air flow in the Wand.

Begin by setting your Reverse-Air
Speed Dial to Level 2 or lower.
Move up level by level until you
find your ideal speed.

Root Around
When held to the scalp, the Wand
should reach all roots by gently
moving the Wand Mouth across
the section. No need to move
the wand up and down the hair
strands, keep it close to the roots.

Go with the Flow
Should a section of hair be
too large in volume, the Heat
Chamber will shut down
indicating the section size should
be reduced. Simply remove the
hair section and retry with less
hair. The Heat Chamber will
resume automatically.
The Wand includes an internal
sensor to monitor heat levels
minimizing heat exposure.
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Should you experience even
a tiny tangle, the Speed Dial
should be reduced.

The Heat is On
Set the Temperature Control on
Wand at Low ( I ). If you find you
need more heat, switch to the
High ( II ) setting.
TROUBLESHOOTING TIP
With the Wand set to ( I ) or
( II ), and the Base powered
on, if you do not feel heat at the Wand
Mouth, double check your Wand to
Hose connections.
While RevAir uses nearly half
the heat of blow dryers, do
not use High ( II ) temperature
setting unless using a speed setting of
Level 2 or higher.

Seconds
Fast Track
Drying times vary by hair type, but
commonly range from 30 to 90
seconds per section.

STRAIGHT
Average Section Time: 30 sec

Pass the Test
To assure a section is dry, pull the
Wand a few inches from scalp to
feel for dampness.
If you still have a bit of dampness
or texture, repeat until hair feels
dry, noting the time it took to get
it just right.
The average times shown to
the right are a simple guide.
Individual hair characteristics
such as volume, strand thickness,
porosity, and overall health can effect
your personal drying time.
I = Low Temp | 400 watts
O = No Heat | Cold Shot
II = High Temp | 800 watts

WAVY
Average Section Time: 45 sec

CURLY
Average Section Time: 60 sec

COILY
Average Section Time: 90 sec
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In no łime, FLAT

Designed for simplicity, RevAir works on all hair types.

Afłer

Before
Wash

Rev

LOVE!

Wash hair. Towel off. Comb through.

Power-on the Base Unit and
Wand. Be sure your preferred
settings are set.

Enjoy your freshly Rev'ed hair.

You can use your favorite leave
in conditioner, or heat protecting
spray.
However, it is important to avoid
sticky fixatives such as mousse,
gels, and setting sprays.

Insert hair into the Wand, up to
your scalp. Keep it at or near your
scalp. No need to move up and
down the hair length.
When dry, remove and repeat,
section by section, until complete.
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Clean up YOUR ACT
Keep your RevAir in tip-top shape.

We recommend you empty and
clean the filter every 5 uses.
Empty hair from the Filter.
With the open side up, run the Filter through wash
cycle in the top rack of your dishwasher, or simply
scrub with a toothbrush and dish washing liquid.
For complete details on how to clean your filter as
well as additional maintenance tips, please review
your Operating Manual or our Maintenance videos
found in the FAQ section online at myrevair.com

Thał's a WRAP

All-in-one storage solution.

To store RevAir:
With Wand Docking Hook facing you, wrap
Hose (going clockwise) twice around Base Unit.
Secure the Wand to the hook via the Wand
Docking Groove.
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Customer Care and Support:
support.myrevair.com
(440) 462-6100

REV IT. SHARE IT. #MYREVAIR
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